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With    immense    pleasure    and    great    honour     we     would     like     to     invite     you     to     attend     the 
“6th Edition of New Frontiers in Renewable Energy and Resources will be hosted on September 5-6, 2022 at 
London, UK. Panel of speakers will be delivering their presentations on their recent research related to renewable 
energy. Euro Renewable Energy 2022 invites all experts to be part this conference and make it a perfect platform 
for knowledge sharing and networking between experts around the world and aims in accelerating scientific 
discovery. We believe your presence would be a source of inspiration for upcoming budding scientist, students, 
academicians and business delegates for taking the technological aspects related to this topic to next level. 

Longdom organises leading international conferences and webinars and is instrumental in bringing together 
experts and beginners for cooperative and effective research-oriented discussions. The goal of Longdom 
conferences is to bring together scientists at every level from different disciplines to understand and discuss 
during programmed topic sessions and informal gatherings. Longdom conferences will showcase innovative, 
cutting-edge research on the fundamental roles in addressing the challenges and translational research from 
academia to industry. All these opportunities will support professional growth of younger scientists that will 
promote future collaborations and enhance participation and contribution to their exciting research work. Exciting 
oral sessions and poster sessions will reflect broad diversity of research and will include topics driving innovative 
efforts and provides maximal opportunity for scientific exchange respectively. Besides invited speakers, many 
speaker slots are chosen from submitted abstracts to ensure good representation of those who are new to the 
field, young investigators, and recent results. Contact us and we’ll connect you with the right subject expert from 
our vast network of experienced operation professionals worldwide. 

Longdom conferences also, encourage bright minds with special awards and certifications which are categorized 
to best speaker talks, best abstract, best poster award, outstanding young researcher award and the house of 
delegate awards. Euro Renewable Energy 2022 scientific committee is responsible for recommending individuals 
for awards for consideration and approval. Winners of the awards will be considered to have presented an original 
scientific or technical study investigating a novel application or an innovative research approach, of a standard 
suitable for publication at an international level. 

We encourage you to have a look on our official website and submit your speech abstract as the earliest, so that 
we can reserve your slot. 

Website: https://www.longdom.com/sustainable-energy 

Contact US: 
LONGDOM GROUPSA, 
Avenue Roger Vandendriessche, 18, 1150 Brussels 
Contact No : +32 53280122 | support@longdom.com 
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